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Conference 2011

From 26 to 27 May,
the Holiday Inn
Hotel in Rotorua
played host to
more than 100 PR, advertising and communications
experts who attended the 2011 PRINZ conference.
Sciencelens was there to cover the event.

From the
gerry@sciencelens.co.nz

editor

Hello everybody, and welcome to this edition of Sciencelens
Monthly.

When I first heard about the conference, the theme ‘PR - an Art or a
Science?’, immediately struck a chord - as a photographer, your activities

A couple of weeks ago, I was responsible for the photographic

tend to fall very much in that grey area between art and science. I was

coverage of the 2011 conference of the Public Relations Institute

keen to get involved with, and show support for this conference, and so

of New Zealand (PRINZ). Not only was the conference fun to

Sciencelens offered to sponsor the photographic coverage of the event.

cover, but the content, themed ‘PR - an Art or a Science’ was
most interesting and exciting. With topics ranging from the PR

A wide range of topics were covered during the two days of the

and communications challenges of the 2011 Rugby World Cup,

conference, with numerous highlights. Some of these include:

to the potential role of gaming technology in PR and marketing,

»»

there was never a dull moment. I have more detail about the

a visually stimulating presentation by WETA Digital’s Head of
Marketing, Dave Gougé,

conference, as well as a few sample photos, in the newsletter.

»»

Peter Griffin’s persuasive arguments about the need for good PR in
the science domain,

The one thing that struck me most during this event, was

»»

the prominence of social media in PR, marketing and

designer and blogger Jesse Desjardins talking about the use of
social media as a critical component in your PR and communication

communications. I realised yet again how important it is to

strategy,

embrace the potential of these technologies, both as a marketing
and promotion channel, and as a service and distribution channel
to get visual material to your clients.

»»

the wonderful poetry of Tracey Tawhiao,

»»

Melanie Palmer from Zespri, discussing the PR challenges related to
the PSA bacteria outbreak in the kiwifruit industry,

»»

So Sciencelens have taken the plunge into the sometimes

an entertaining discussion on the gaming industry and its potential
in PR and communication, by Stephen Knightly from Pursuit PR and

murky and often turbulent ‘social media’ waters. See page 4 for

InGame, and

an introduction to our new media channels, as well as a brief

»»

discussion on our initial experiences in these domains. This is

the inspiring closing address from Sir Paul Callaghan, founding
director of the MacDiarmid Institute for Advanced Materials and

most certainly a topic to grow into, and one we will likely revisit

Nanotechnology at Victoria University, and 2011 New Zealander of

in a couple of months, hopefully with a much improved insight!

the Year.

Happy reading,

The awards evening and conference dinner on the Friday evening was a

Gerry

stylish affair, with PRINZ awarding individuals and teams for exemplary
work over a wide range of PR activities. A full list of winners is available
on the PRINZ website, at
http://www.prinz.org.nz/Site/About/Awards/2011_Winners.aspx.
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From a personal point of view the most pertinent
issue that came to the fore yet again at the
conference, is the pervasiveness of new social
media channels in PR and communication, and the
challenges in effectively using these in a business
context. And since I believe the best way of learning
is through doing, Sciencelens has set about getting actively involved in a
number of these forums - more on this experience in the social media article
in this newsletter.
Photographically, the PRINZ conference also gave me a hands-on feel for
how applications like Facebook and Twitter are changing the game in a
very real way. Regular updates of the conference were posted on the social
media sites, and this included the photographic coverage of the event.
Photographs taken during each session was passed on to the conference
organisers immediately, thus enabling an almost real-time visual update of
the conference on Facebook. This new approach to conference coverage is
also discussed in more detail in our social media article.
A special benefit of being part of this event was the opportunity to
meet some wonderful people operating in the PR, marketing and
communications domains in New Zealand, and in particular to finally
meet several people in person whom I’ve previously only known via
email and phone interactions.
In all, a very interesting and rewarding event - my thanks to PRINZ’s
President Tim Marshall and conference organiser Amanda Weatherly for
the opportunity.
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SOCIAL MEDIA

<follow> me, <like> me, <join> me!
Whenever I think about social media, I’m reminded of an
amusing moment in the TV series Boston Legal, where senior
partner Denny Crane enthuses about a women he met, saying:
“We met on FaceSpace!”
This is so apt, because with the abundance of social media applications

enabling the organisers to provide a near-realtime visual update of the

like Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, LinkedIn, Ning, Orkut etc available today,

proceedings on Facebook.

one can easily get confused (unless of course you’re young enough to
have grown up with these technologies).

This immediate output via an application like Facebook is quite
incredible when you think about it. A few years ago, before the advent of

Facing the plethora of social media applications is quite a daunting

digital photography, the client was lucky to get photographs in less than

challenge. However, it is a challenge one needs to embrace if you want

a week or two. Along came digital, and the turnaround time became

to harness all available channels to ‘get your message out there’.

days rather than weeks. And then came social media... Sharing images
immediately means that there’s no time for post-processing - your

Changing the playing field

images, as shot, need to be at least good enough to share digitally in

Facebook has been with us for quite some time. Yet it still continues to

low-res format.

change the playing field. I realised this again during the recent PRINZ
conference. Being a conference of PR and communications specialists,

Full circle

it makes sense that the organisers actively used Facebook and Twitter

This creates an interesting ‘full circle’ scenario - in the days of analogue

to share regular conference updates with PRINZ ‘fans’ in cyberspace.

photography, where excessive post-processing was not an option, the

Part of these updates involved photographic coverage of speakers and

photographer had to be a master of his art to ensure that the image,

delegates via Facebook - I supplied fresh images at regular intervals,

as taken, was technically correct (in terms of exposure, sharpness,
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contrast management, composition etc). Along came

attractive direct and highly interactive channel to connect

digital photography, and suddenly the incredible power

with clients and associates. Since creating the Sciencelens

of processing software such as Photoshop, to some extent

page less than a week ago (yes, its very early days yet!), I am

allowed the photographer to get away with less than perfect

already convinced that it has huge potential. Following other

photography, provided that he had the required processing

initiatives, organisations and businesses, actively participating

skills to get the most out of his images. Make no mistake,

in discussions, and posting regular updates all help to increase

the rule of ‘garbage in, garbage out’ still applies, but digital

one’s visibility and online presence. Of course the main

processing does provide some room to manoeuvre, especially

challenge on Facebook is to convince people to ‘Like’ your

in terms of exposure and composition.

page - I sincerely hope some of the readers of this newsletter
will be kind enough to join!

Now, with instant sharing, you do not have the luxury to do
anything except the most basic digital processing, so we are

To join Sciencelens on Facebook, visit:

back in the scenario where the initial photo, as shot, has to be

http://www.facebook.com/sciencelens

technically correct. Full circle!

Facebook has been with us for quite
some time. Yet it still continues to
change the playing field.

Using social media as a marketing and
communication channel
Having planned, for some time now, on increasing
Sciencelens’ presence across a range of media channels, and
in particular after having listened to the presentations on the
subject at the PRINZ conference, I decided to significantly

Twitter

expand Sciencelens’ online presence - in addition to my

Being a more open community than Facebook, Twitter has

existing LinkedIn account I’ve created an account on Twitter,

even greater potential from a marketing point of view to give

and Sciencelens is now also the proud owner of its own

the tweeter vast exposure, provided you hit the right buttons,

Facebook page. Last, but definitely not least, I am quite

and your tweets get read and retweeted by the right people

excited about the new Sciencelens blog on Wordpress.

in the Twittersphere. As a source of information, Twitter can
probably also prove very valuable, but thus far I’ve found the

LinkedIn

signal to noise ratio to be very low.

Perhaps less popular than Facebook and Twitter as a purely
social tool, LinkedIn has nonetheless proved hugely valuable

Being very much in my infancy as a ‘twitterer’, I’d be keen to

from a business perspective. LinkedIn has allowed me to stay

hear from anyone who has found real value from Twitter, other

connected with many of my existing clients and business

than staying in touch with your Twitter-friends.

contacts, and has been an invaluable tool for identifying
potential future contacts as well as the correct people to

Twitter profile:

contact in various organisations.

http://twitter.com/GerryleRoux

The Sciencelens LinkedIn account:

Blog

http://nz.linkedin.com/pub/gerry-le-roux/2a/613/67

Of all the new channels where Sciencelens is present, I am
most excited about the brand new Sciencelens blog. For

Facebook

starters I’ve added some older articles from Sciencelens

Facebook has become the ubiquitous face of social media,

Monthly to the blog, and going forward I will continue to

continuing to redefine what the Web can be in terms of social

publish relevant articles from the newsletter on the blog. The

interaction. While it has a personal, social slant, it has also

Sciencelens blog will serve as a vehicle for various discussions

become an indispensable communication channel for all sorts

and musings on subjects related to science photography. In

of business entities, with some well known brands building

addition, I plan to regularly discuss specific images from the

up massive ‘fan bases’ for their Facebook pages. (Currently

Sciencelens library in some detail on the blog.

Red Bull has more than 20 million fans on Facebook, while
Coca Cola tops the 30 million mark. Barack Obama shows

If you have any thoughts or suggestions of topics suitable for

what a powerful brand an individual can be, with more than

blog-posts, I would really appreciate your inputs.

20 million ‘Likes’).
Sciencelens Blog:
While I’d be very impressed the day Sciencelens hits 100

http://sciencelens.wordpress.com/

‘Likes’, let alone millions, Facebook still presents a very
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News snippets
Upcoming conferences:
»»

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

NZ National Agricultural Fieldays - “Breaking
Barriers to Productivity”, 15-18 June 2011,
Mystery Creek, Waikato
22nd Pacific Science Congress, 14-18 June 2011,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Winter Lights 2011 - A NERI Thought Leadership
Forum, 16 June 2011, Dunedin
Artificial Intelligence in Education 2011,
27 June - 1 July 2011, Christchurch
NZ Healthcare Congress 2011, 28-29 June 2011,
Auckland
Earth on the Edge: Science for a Sustainable
Planet, 28 June - 7 July 2011, Melbourne, Aus
NZIFST 2011 Conference: Science to Reality - NZ
and Beyond, 29 June - 1 July 2011, Rotorua
NETHUI 2011 - Shaping our future together,
29 June - 1 July 2011, Auckland
NZ eResearch Symposium, 30 June - 1 July 2011,
Dunedin
Asian Studies Society International Conference,
2-4 July 2011, Palmerston North

Auckland Festival of
Photography
This great event is on now - running from 3 to
26 June. Highlights of the 2011 festival include their
new annual commission, this year featuring Roberta
Thornley who has been supported to create new
work to be seen for the first time in the festival. The
festival’s international partnership with the Toulouse
Map11 Festival in France allows them to share some
international light with a cultural exhibition exchange
between Auckland and Toulouse. Also included in
the programme is the annual Gravity Festival Tuesday
gallery circuit, Nikon Auckland Photo Day, and the
second Talking Culture symposium and series, this
year focusing on the topic of conflict as presented
through photography. More info is available at

2011 Science Book Prize
Winner

Photo exhibition for lovers of
photography and music

The book Kakapo – Rescued from the Brink of
Extinction, written by broadcaster and zoologist
Alison Ballance and published by Nelson based Craig
Potton Publishing, was the recipient of the prestigious
2011 Science Book prize, awarded by the Royal
Society of New Zealand.

An exhibition of photographs revealing the private
and public moments of New Zealand Symphony
Orchestra players during their smash-hit international
tour is about to go on display in Wellington.

The 2011 Science Book Prize was judged by science
and literature experts from three New Zealand
universities and selected from a shortlist of three
titles. Alison Ballance receives a prize of $5000 for her
winning book. Congratulations, Alison!

The MILSET Science Photo
Contest ‘When art meets
sciences’
This science photography competition is on now,
and the deadline for entries have been extended to
1 July 2011. Visit http://spc.milset.org/en/home.html
for more detail about entering this competition, or
even just to enjoy some of the winning images from
2007-2010.

Sony World Photography
Awards 2012
The Sony World Photography Awards 2012
competitions are now open for entries. This year there
are more competitions on offer than ever before,
these being the Open Competition, Professional
Competition, Youth Award, Moving Image Award and
Student Focus. More detail about the different events
are available at www.worldphoto.org.

Marie Curie Lecture Series

www.photographyfestival.org.nz.

Queen’s Birthday Honours list
June 2011
Congratulations to Professor Warren Tate FRSNZ who
was made a Companion of the New Zealand Order of
Merit, ‘for services to science’. He was the Rutherford
Medal winner in 2010.

Professor Christine Winterbourn will present her
lecture, ‘Living with Oxygen’, in Palmerston North,
on 28 June. Her talk will discuss the good and the
bad aspects of the biological chemistry of free
radicals. Professor Winterbourn has a personal chair
in the Pathology Department, University of Otago,
Christchurch, where she directs a Health Research
Council Programme.

The exhibition In Golden Halls shows the orchestra
enjoying its acclaimed triumph at Vienna’s worldfamous Musikverein concert hall last November,
as well as more intimate scenes in dressing rooms,
backstage and in the wings.
24-year-old Olivia Taylor joined the NZSO as its official
photographer during the tour of Germany, Slovenia,
Switzerland and Austria as part of a partnership
between Massey University and the NZSO.
In Golden Halls: on tour with the NZSO features 30
tour photographs on display at the Great Hall at
Massey University’s Wellington campus on Buckle
Street from 16-28 July. Admission is free. Hours:
weekdays 9-5pm; weekends 10-4pm.

New Zealand Innovators
Awards, open for entries
Entries are now open for the New Zealand Innovators
Awards – designed to celebrate and recognise great
Kiwi innovations, inventors and organisations that
have invested in developing new products, services
and ventures as well as improving the performance
of people and teams. You may be part of a large
organisation developing new products and services,
you may be a small marketing based organisation or a
small creative team. Find out more at
www.innovators.org.nz

Quote of the month:

“Equipped with his five senses,
man explores the universe
around him and calls the
adventure Science.”
			
Edwin Powell Hubble,
The Nature of Science, 1954
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